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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
All science, all history, and all literature are
for the scholar. To he successful in either, depends
largely upon reading, the basic tool of learning. Then, if
so great a colossus as learning has for its foundation
reading, much considerstlon should be given to it from
early childhood until the adolescent period when an in
terest and lovo for goal literature should be developed.
Reading when stripped of its mechanical defects, lends
case and skill In exploiting books, magazines and news
papers. The boy or girl, who understands easily the sub
ject matter read, carries the key to the world*s library
and finds living a nore delightful experience. It is im
perative, therefore, that the children in Faulkner Colored
School aa well as other schools form the habit of resort
ing to books. This habit rill not be formed unless they
acquire a love for reading.
there Faulkner is Located Faulkner, a school In a common school community,
composed of about fifty colored families, with a scholas
tic enrollment of sixty-seven pupils, lies In the extreme
northeastern part of Lamar County twenty-two miles north
east of Paris, Texas. This ccranrunlty borders Bed River
County on the East and touches Red River on the north. The
school Is near the center of the community and may be
reached without any or very little difficulty. It Is lo-
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cated where the Fine Bluff rosd and the Airline graded
roads cross* The main building la located on a three acre
cannua with rocns and equipment to accomodato Its sixtyseven pupils and two teachers.
Brief History of the school The early history of this school is a very ob
scure one, and a vary Interesting one* Back in the early
nineties it was called the Black Oak School* It had one
ftgwli rood made of oak planks, and a roof of hone made
boards* It was equipped with very crude seats, and the
blackboards were only a part of the walls painted with
black paint* This little house was locoted a mile and a
quarter from its present location*
During the pest forty years this school has en
joyed the honor of furnishing the early training for three
of its most proficient teachers, two of the county's most
outstanding ministers, one meat inspector, one skilled car
penter, two successful auto mechanics, three merchants,
one mail clerk, eleven farm owners and stock-raisers, and
a host of industrious housewives and faintenants.
In nineteen hundred eight this schoclhouae was
completely burned from unknown origin. The following term
the school was housed in a building formerly occupied by
the white school of the community. It was still known as
the Black Oak school located a mile northeast of the
former school site*
In the school year nineteen twenty-five and

s
twenty-six, the writer became teacher of this school# It
was still a one room building. It had an enrollment of
ninety-three pupils. In the fall of nineteen hundred and
twenty-eight another teacher was added. The one room was
separated into two departments by a curtain.
In the summer of nineteen hundred and thirtythree, the parents and trustees together with the teacher
had a special meeting In which a plan was proposed to buy
land and build a house to accomodate the school. The plan
was executed. The patrons of the school furnished the land
and moans to pay the carpenters and the school board fur
nished the materials and equipments to complete the build
ing# As a result, there Is a two-teacher school building
on a three-acre plot of land on the PInce Bluff and Air
line roads R. 6 Paris, Texas, in which courses of in
struction are offered from the first grade through the
eifgith grade.
Sources of Materials The author of this thesis has studied books,
magazines, and bulletins of competent authors that have
been concerned for many years, and In important places,
with the preparation of courses of study, teaching plans,
and supervision of Instruction. The result of this study
and observation relating to elementary-school Instruction
of reading, I have embodied in this manuscript, presenting
It in simple, direct and unadorned language which Is calcu
lated to render a maximum of assistance to both experienc
ed and Inexperienced teachers.
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CHAPTER II
A READING SKT-UP DEFWED
A reading eet-up Is the proper training in read
ing that Involves an attack on attitudes. It implants In
terests and tastes. It Involves the development of a habit
of constant and varied reading, and involves training in
the technique of efficient information-finding and infor
mation—getting and information assimilating*
Each of these must be largely developed by In
tensive experience of similar sort during the school years*
Attltades have to be developed or encouraged, proper read
ing activities repeated until they become automatic, a
technique of research met be developed to the state of
effective independence.
This cannot be developed by sparing, laborious
use of a few textbooks, no natter how compact or fundamen
tal they say be* The study of textbooks alone cannot serve
this purpose* The study of textbooks In almost every sub
ject must be acoonpanied by the liberal use of supplemen
tary or collateral reading. As a school exercise, this
collateral reading must always be consciously direct®!
toward the development of attitudes, habits, and technique.
The set—up Includes such habits as word recog
nition, phonetic-recognition, phrase-recognition, eye span,
rhythmic eye-movement, and other forma of response vhlch
must function crcrthly and correctly If proper progress is
to be made, A pupil's short-coning In reading is to be
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diagnosed quickly# "hen the point of failure la thus lo
cated, It la usually possible, through applying the prin
ciples of habit-building, to correct without great dif
ficulty the Inadequate response.
So one need get the impression that the analy
sis of difficulties and alertness of defective habits In
reading need make the work of the class sore formal or
less Interesting. Quite the reverse should be true, for
the sane reason that motoring is nore enjoyable when
careful attention is given to the mechanics1 details thus
preventing annoyance and delay. Th© abundance of interest
ing reading material almost everywhere available for chil
dren makes easy the motivation of daily hours of intense,
attentive practice to an extent not attainable in any
other subject. Such a set-up that will establish the hab
its essential to rapid effective reading and at the same
tin© to forestall the Intrusion of clumsy and wasteful
•

practices is performing a service of almost inestimable
value for the later educational progress of the pupil.
L

How the Idea Began In studies of school objectives as related to

preparation for life we find reading as having very great
significance from the possible vocational civic, and rec
reational uses to which It nay be put. "1th a fair under
standing of the spirit of this new education the reading
set-up Is attempted to vitalise and make aore perfect and
and usable the art of reading that it nay mean more to the
learner than It meant on the older plan, to make the
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subject acre practical mud useful then ever before.
During recent years, the teaching of rending
has been Influenced by a nor© general recognition of the
fact that the pupil himself is on par in importance with
the subject he studies. The interests of children# the
ways in which their r&nds act# their capacities and apti
tudes# are modifying methods of instruction and drill,
and are determining the kind and quantity of reading as
signed# and the quality expected in each grade,
The Groups to be Tau^it Ifee children at Faulkner fall under the follow
ing groups! Grade I, Grade II and Grade III, Grade IV and
Grade VI# Grades VII and VIII,
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CHAPTER III
THE AIMS OP THE SET-EP
The ultimate or remote aims of this net-up ares
to help children acquire "broad information through rending;
to create a love for reading; to teach the appreciation of
good literature; to make better citizens that rill act in
telligently and be able to initiate wise policies or give
allegiance to theau
The more complex end changing the civilization,
the greater is the need for a vast fund of knowledge upon
which one can rely for comfort, understanding, guidance and
vision.
To give the broad information needed in life we
nust depend to a great extent on the natter contained in
book®, magazines, newspapers, and other printed material,
therefore the Immediate alms of this aefc-up are: To stimu
late a desire to read; to provide many experiences; to sat
isfy children's needs for reading; to provide good books
for the reading period; to create a social atmosphere; to
develop silent and oral reading ability; to locate general
deficiencies In reading and to provide remedial treatment.
To Stimulate a JDeslre to Real The love for reading is the most important ob
jective in reading to be accomplished in our elementary
schools. Some children have the desire to read

they

first enter school, others do not have, therefore it is
necessary to stimulate their desire to want to read. To

/
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do this It is necessary to provide nany experience#•
To Provide Hany Experiences If ohildren are to build up a rich spoken vocabu
lary they nust have many experiences before reading is
attempted# '.he written or printed word nust convey a def
inite mailing to him* These experiences can be furnished
by pictures and. picture books, genes, excursions, earing
for pets, telling stories and the like#
Experiences arc ncodod not only for little chil
dren but for children of all grades* They enlarge the
range of one's interests and develop natural reading needs.
Better understanding of printed statements in books cones
frost actual experiencing along the seine line. So we take
children of the primary grades to the fern yard, or, to
the store houses or to the brook, or for an automobile
ride, ilie children of the upper grades go to the isueeun,
to the fairs; to chicken hatcheries, end saw sills to see
various housing conditions and industries. The school Is
trying through these contacts with our world of today to
help children see aono of the problems confronting iUaerlcan life end civilisation to inspire them to do the beat
that Is in theca.
Radios, motion pictures and excursion bring
knowledge of all the world to the classroom.
To Satisfy Children's Seeds Regardless of the age of the school child he
neods to read. He wants to know about pictures he sees
end he Is anxious to find out for hirscolf. He wants to
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reed letters end messages. He wants to solve puszlea and
play games, and to knor? bow to make things, all of whieh
require a knowledge of reading. All theoo needs can be
mot If he has the ability to read silently.
Provide Good Books for the Heading Period One of the greatest Incentive to good reading is
having on band a supply of good books. These, of course,
oust be suited to the reading level of the grades la which
they arc to be used. In the beginning first grade, pic
ture books, pre-prixaors, and charts units, tdilch the
children have formulated and the teacher has mimeographed
and pasted on heavy paper, and books of primer difficulty
should be used* In our set-up, we make charts from wall
paper sample books received from dealers in wall paper at
the beginning of each calender year. The words are printed
on the backs of these sample sheets with the teacher*e
printing set. Duplicate words and sentences are printed
on separate cards and can be used and handled by the chil
dren in matching words and sentences. Each child Is also
required to make an individual "Sentence and Sord noteBook" which he is happy to take home as his personal prop
erty and road to his parents.
There should be easy books for reading level of
the grade below, more difficult books for the more profi
cient readers and books with no grade placement indicated.
The books should have a great range of content to appeal
to the various individual interests of the group.
In the upper grades a great variety of books
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should be used such as books of travel, tales of sdventure,
nature bocks, story books, informational books of various
subjects, magazines, newspapers, clippings and stereoptloan views accompanied by suitable reading material. Again,
it nuat be stated that books should be of varying degree
of difficulty.
Create a Social Atmosphere first of all, for that feeling that Is so much
desired In the classroom there should be a teacher In the
room who can and will sympathise with children. An un
sympathetic teacher has no place In a school room. Chil
dren are very quick to become sensitive of unsympathetic
attitudes. So the first essential for a social atmosphere
Is a sympathetic teacher.
Second In Importance Is a genial comfortable and
attractive school room. It Is very desirable that each
child have a space to place his own material. If good
working benches are not furnished by the school board very
Inexpensive one can be made from fruit crates or boxes.
The primary room should be equipped with suita
ble material for creative work, ouch as blocks, sand
table, construction paper, colored crayon and clay. They
should be properly arranged and labelled so that children
will know shore to obtain then end to return them.
In the upper grades In addition to many of those
things mentioned for the lower grades pictures, maps, a
globe, growing plants, space for exhibits, and a library
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table should be provided. A very practical way to keep the
roas attractive is to let the pupils help suggest ways of
salting the room nor® attractive# Hie feeling cP its being
their Idea and their room gives a more favorable attitude
toward keeping it attractive.
The feeling of life-like situations should be
welcomed in the school room. So longer should calling cm
children to road in rotation be practiced. Only those
children should be naked to read who need to be haired
most and the reading period divided so that giving of ex
perience nay be done.
Again, I wish to state that, a sympathetic
teacher together with an attractive room makes a place
where children live joyfully end learn readily.
To Develop Silent and Oral Heading Ability An immature mind can be taught in the space of
a short school year to grasp fully and to execute ccEsaende
involving knowledge of every part of speech and varied
sort of actions by treating its Intelligence as a full
grown intelligence, which requires to be Informed In a
logical way. Anything that is valuable can be taught in a
very short time if the child is capable of learning. Chil
dren love to do the thing they should do, and the teacher
is wisest that restricts the energy of their pupils to
guide them, give them the Ideas they need and the rest
will take care of themselves.
1

1

Catkins, 1M, "HOW TO 'reach silent heading TO Begin
ners", Lipplneotts, Philadelphia, 1925.
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Is not th© longth of tin© a pupil has been in school

that determines his progress, but the way In which he has
been taught*'..
Silent reading methods arc based on the percep
tion of similarity and difference* The child is taught to
choose between or distinguish his name from every other
word*
The uoo of n&no-cardn and the blackboard with
few or no spoken words are among the materials needed*
Some-cards are prepared containing the words to
be taught. The child is told what the word in question Is.
The card Is replaced vrith other cards and the Child 1©
told to watch for It. ''hen It appears Indies fee the recog
nition of It by a prescribed manner.
Hie sis© of the email card should be five by
twelve inches the larger on© five by twenty-four Inches.
They should bo kept in sets with a rubber bend end labeled,
action words, or as the case rsy be.
Hie blackboard when used with white chalk Is
advantageous. £ window shade con also be painted with
black paint and used. If a window shad© is used. It should
be painted about five feet up from the botton. The us© of
this device enables the pupils to see the words in differ
ent posit lone from those in the pack of cards. Hence their
attention is focused on the word rather than the position
of the words*
Hectograph Is a convenience used to reproduce a
typewritten or hard printed page containing lessons used
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during the reek* Such, a device adds to the interest of the
pupils to give then copies of the vocabularies to take
hoeae to their parents for instruction and Inspection.
Calendars, both large and small are useful ma
terials. Tear off sheets representing the correct nonth,
mount on cardboard and hang there it nay be convenient for
use. Do the sane for the smaller calendar sheets for each
nonth, providing enough for each child. Keep then in a
separate box ready for use.
Clock dials large and snail are addition©! aatorials used advantageously for silent reading. Hang the
larger one up end piece the smaller ones in a box.
A bulletin board placed lor/ enough to be on a
level rlth the children*s eyes is indispensable. Labels,
street signs and special events my be tacked upon it
after they have been discussed by the class.
Colored cards four by four Inches, a set for
each child, and aninal silhouette and cards ere also val
uable.
These are timely suggestions for lessons;
A Lesson of children's names
A lesson of personal history
A lesson of salutation
A lesson of action uords
A lessen of morning duties
A lesson of things In the room
A lessen of parts of the body.
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la oral reading the object of the reader lo to
convey to on audience the Ideas end feelings which the
author has expressed In the material to be read. It Is
ba&od upon silent reeding, sine© the reader cannot present
the author's ideas to esc audience if he does not under
stand thorn himself* hut It gees beyond silent reading in
that it Is concerned with the audience end with methods
of oral expression.
In reading to an audience, the natural situation
is this. The reader reeds something in which he thinks the
audience will be Interested, and about which they do not
know* This situation is complicated in school* float read
ing lessons are carried on after all the pupils have reed
the lesson In the book in preparation for the recitation.
In consequence of thl3 we have an unnatural situation, the
reader has neither of the too incentives to good reading
that has just been mentioned, because the children arc
already thoroughly acquainted with the material end there
Is no real objective in reading to them,
notwithstanding this feet, we can do much to de
velop real reading Incentives, This can be done by having
many supplementary readers end having a child or a group
of children read one set which the other group has not
readi then whan the children of the other group as an audi
ence end vice versa, Or individual children say bring in
material which they have read and which they think will
be of Interest to their classmates, and read it to then.
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This material say "be cot froa newspapers# magazines, and
frost books In the library. Ae a natter of fact, the teach
er who wants to build up natural reeding situations can
easily invent many devices* The chief dancer* lies in the
teacher's not knowing about the natural reading situation
and feeling that he has done his duty when he has had the
children practice upon material which everybody already
knows and Is frequently quite Indifferent to.
To Locate General Deficiencies in Reeding end
Remedial Treatment Heading is both the. nest important and the rust
troublesome subject in the elementary school curriculum*
It is most important since it Is a tool which Is essen
tial to the learning of nearly every other school subject}
most troublesome since pupils fail In reading far more
frequently than in other elementary skills*
>«hy are defects and deficiencies in reading so
numerous? Aside from such causes as low mentality, defec
tive vision# scholastic Ixsraaturity, there Is the fact that
reading comprises highly complex abilities that are easily
detected and observed* The fluency and ease of proficient
reading is evidence not of its simplicity and ease of ac
quisition but of the great skill acquired by the dint of
practice, words sees to pour from the lips of an export
reader as movement sweeps from the wheels In a well regu
lated watch. The result is dependent upon the co-operative
action of a number of very complex mechanisms. Similarly
the machinery upon which fluent reading depends is

more
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coaples in co-ordination and

noro subtle than those

found In a delicate watch. One little defect in one ney
chaniaa of the watch tep&irs the function or operation of
the whole or stops It altogether in a stellar manner in
reading* various single defects and deficiencies say pro
duce inadequate performance or say Inhibit the function
entirely, if tho watch falls to operate* vm at one© in
vestigate its parts and adjustments# Difficulties in read
ing should bo attacked in the sasss way. The diagnosis,
however in reading Is perhaps more difficult not only be
cause of greater obscurity of the machinery involved, but
it ia nor© difficult to Isolate tho several organs arid '
function! loss easy to observe then in operation, Impossi
ble to dissemble then, and often difficult, or, tepooolble
to correct or replace them, dine© reading skills cannot b©
invariably developed and maintained any more than watches
can bo made and operated perfectly enough to prevent the
appearance of difficulties in performance, the teacher
nust be prepared with toils that will enable her to de
tect defects as they arise and to remedy then before they
occasion serious disturbance, then the teaching of reeding
beccnc3 perfect, diagnostic and roraedlel techniques will
not bo essential, but as the facts are today, such day of
perfection has not arrived. Therefore diagnostic and reme
dial methods ere Indeed sorely needed.
A program for diagnosis in reading must be ©o
organized as to yield definite diagnostic pictures with a
minimum of tin© and waste effort. The series of tests and
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oraalnationc later to be described have, therefore, been
developed and errnnged to conserve time to avoid unneces
sary work end to yield as objective diagnoses as possible.
She first test given is one that ell children
should take for any one class. The results of those mea
surements indicrte which perils should talc© ©till further
test and so on.
A Quantitative diagnosis

is

incomplete with

out a remedial significance. It should portray the type of
Instruction if eny, that is especially needed.

Remedial treatment is the oxtrene form of rigid
ly controlled practice. Ordinary teaching no less than
remedial instruction should be a type of activity directed
exactly to achieve a definite result.
Since the trend now is to teach the whole word,
sentence or even paragraph cothod, defects nay result in
what is called the mechanics of reading. To avoid inappro
priate, to and establish appropriate ways of seeing words,
of recognising specific word parts, of grasping large
eyefuls of words at once, of seeing ahead of the word be
ing articulated and to establish other fundamental habits
of res-ding. It is customary to provide a number of supple
mentary drills for each of these skills. The program con
sists of a period for brisk drills with flash cards,
phonetic exercises, word games, phrasing practices and the
like. The direct reading of scnaeful material is thus*
coupled with special supplementary drills.

IS
An Intrinsic device is on© vhich id net separate
or supplments ry, but mi integral part of the natural
process of reeding. It consists of e type of organization
of reading situations chid guide or irrels the pupil to
reacts in a desired vay chile his efforts are directed to
accurate interpretation and noruwl ©njoynent of the content.

CHAPTER IT
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE READING SET-TT? FOR SHADES ORE TO
THREE
A good reading sot-up is one- that can use in
telligently the available texts or the adopted oyster dth- •
oat employing the exoneration® or ©07 particular method
or discrediting the teaching & child my havo previously
received at hone or in sere other school. A food system
may be Judged by the temper of She class. The exercises
are not drudgery. The spirit of anticipation la *?ell re
a Story" should be its spirit, end the children should
find it to "be as pleasant m elders find the reading of
a novel or a book of verse.
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So the reading lessons should be en excursion in
to the lend of adventure, not a hated ordeal. It should
bo tho moat keenly anticipated horr of tho child* 0 day.
The reading lesson Is primarily e tine uhen the
child*® experience is broadened* He can ran mmy tract the
old end fmiller into e world of ragic

end imagination.

His wonderful gateway should not be locked in hi? face by
complicated system of phonetics* word-drills sad other un
pleasant bolt® and bars* The supreme aim in the reading
lesson is to make the child love to read.
Grade One.
Child's Own life the Basic of Interest For grade one the first three or six weeks, the
child's experiences, nursery rhymes and black board les
sons taken frcsc the primer are sources of materials.
1 Bowes, Margaret - "Story Telling" ^isrierly Journal.vol.*AL
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The quality of the first lesson is as Important

as the subject mtfcer. The teacher ts&j be tempted to de
lay too long on the same lesson in her effort to be thor
ough, The use of words in new relations is a form of drill
that prevents too rrach repetition of me set of sentences.
The Story hmllty -

Then reading is begun It is no longer taught in
Isolation* but ©very opportunity is utilised to make it
function in ell the work of the day* At first reading will
be done es needs arise in connection with activities and
during work and play of the day, A little later material
based on the children's experiences will be used. The les
sons should consist of sentences which have such a rela
tion to each other that they make a connected and con
tinued story. If isolated word© are suggested there should
he no delay in putting ther into interesting centences and
in relating the sentences into a story. If the sentence is
the starting point* the pupil should begin at once to rec
ognise the individual words. In short the word and sen
tence method should be so blended that the pupil1 c mind is
littered neither with © miscellaneous lot of disconnected
word-forms, nor with a series of unanalysed sentence ferns.
Recognition of lords The recognition of words has some rather inter

esting characteristics. Recognising words corresponds to
recognising people. & child my know words without knowing
the letters in them, A page of words is like a crowd of
people* some are long cose are short. In some cases it is
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easier to recognise long words than short ones because
there are nor® peculiarities in the word. Later on - the
child is able to rocogniz;© the difference between word#
which in general eppcsron.ce fire very nueh alike, tde
knowledge na? be sained before he Is able to recognise any
particular spokes word. The experience of seeing other
persons reed, the realisation .of the meaning of street
signs and store signs will give Ma this early type of
recognition. The child comes to understand this without
any special forr of training, Merely by casual observa
tion of the actions of people about hie*
The child goes beyond this general recognition
then he learns to•connect certain words with the printed
forms which represent ther.» tie nay do this before ho is
able to read connectedly. He say recognise Ms nana -.rhen
It is written or sonc other fmiliar object. This recog
nition gives hiss a starting-point for sore coherent and
connected reading. This association between the spoken
nsoe and the written word Is really not nueh none diffi
cult or complex than the connection of a spoken mm© rith
the object. The difficulty arises when the child begins
to learn a large number of cords. In this case he docs not
know then well enough to pronounce then rapidly, brill
upon speed end. thoroughness of recognition ore the meth
ods used in handling this difficulty.
The Use of rhonics hs long as children are being taught individual
words by the teacher, word recognition is a fairly simple
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matter# but there soon cones © time when the children, if
properly instructed, can develop Independence in guessing
at words for themselves. ISany bright children can soon
learn to guess at net? words from the context and eventual
ly become good rcadere without any training on the part
of the teacher beyond, the initial teaching of words and
sentences. For the average child, however, assistance in
breaking words up into their elementary sounds is neces
sary# :Ihie is done by phonics. The phone is a letter sound
rather than a letter name. 3y learning these sounds, in
dependence In recognising words can be developed in the
child*
Primary supervisors report that there is a great
danger of spending too much tine upon phonics. They state
that many teachers who feel that they must teach phonics
every day, have classes in which the exercises are quite
dull. The fact is that phonics need to be taught, but not
as a subject worth while in itself, but merely as en aid
in recognising words and that no more attention needs to
bo paid to it than is necessary to have the children read
the material in the regular reading lessen with skill. In
phonics as elsewhere, it is necessary to remember that
what the children leam in school is of importance not so
much for its own sake as for its use in helping then be
come acquainted with the fundamental facts of life and the
tools which civilisation has developed.
Saying the Alphabet Historically, three methods have been used in
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teaching prinary reeding• The oldest method was the al
phabetic method. The children were taught letters. The
theory was that since the letters are the elements of the

words they should be taught first. However, a fallacy has
been found in such method. Children are not interested In
letters as such. They are not keys to interesting Ideas
or to action, so because of lock of interest it was found
that children did net learn their letters with great
facility.
Hie natter was made still core camples by the
fact that the letters which composed the words did not
represent the sound of the spoken language, but rather
represented certain name which did not in many cases,
correspond with the sound.
Ac time wont on, experienced teachers learned
that children could learn sentences just as quickly as
they learn letters. So the sentence method and word nethod
are universally accepted by primary teachers and are
taught in combination. Interestingly enough, children in
this case nay learn to recognise as many as twelve hun
dred words without knowing the letters of the alphabet.
However, this does not man that the alphabet should not
be taught. It is necessary sometime during the first year
to have the children recognise ell the letters of the
alphabet, rod it is ml&o for the teacher to have the chil
dren memorise the letters in the order in which they con
ventionally appear in the alphabet. They should be memo
rised glibly because in using the dictionary end in many
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other situations they need, to knot? the letter in the order
in trhich they occur. The children In the second and third
grades should be fmiliar with then even in the reverse
order.
3ye Training and Par Training•
"The basic technique of reeding nust take into
account the physiological processes Involved. First, the
eye makes e series of movements across the pay©. It pauses
between the movements and Is fired upon a word or croup of
fjords. It Is during the fixation period that learning
takes piece, for nothing Is seen while the eye la in no
tion. At the end of the line a regressive- dowement is made
to the first word in the next line after which the broken
sweep across the page centimes* The rate of reading de
pends upon the speed of raovseent of the eyes, the length
of the span, the duration of the fixation, the freedom
fron rereading and the accuracy with which the eyes hit
the right place then returning to the left side of the
page for a new line* The good reader nakee rapid rhythmic
and progressive eye movements with short fixation® and a
larsg perceptual span%

1

Long fixation is due to tdfcrilisrity with words

and to natural or acquired slowness in responding. The
remedy is sight-word drill, easy selection and practice
in reading as fast as possible* The short perceptual spans
are due tc having difficult material, to the habit of retxd1

Kendall, Calvin Soyos, "elementary School Subjects
Houghton Slfflin, Boston, 1018.
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lag to answer questions, sunnsrice, or aeke outlines in
stead of reeding to understand* Training should "be Given
in reading sentences sad phrases instead of single rorda,
flash cards and perception cards supply e suitable device
for this purpose* Single words are used at first, next
phrases# and finally sentences.
Finger pointing is to IK? discourage;! so is the
coving of the head instead of the eyes, Ibe only notice
able activity should be the proper eye movement. It should
bo explained to children tli&t they will read nor® rapidly
and understsndlngly if they sill not move their Hps, pro
nounce the words to fchexuselves, nor point et words.
Par training should be given attention early in
the school life. Stories my be told with broken words for
the pupils to recognise aad nane. Each pupil should be
given opportunity to vocalise, to listen, to form words
and letters# that they say secure a clear, distinct utter
ance of pleasing quality and correct prcnenineiaticn •
Crades Two and Three Pupils in the eecond and third grades take
pleasure in reading independently of the teacher. Th» ini
tial period lias been covered. ..hoy arc in general able to
progress rapidly if too may difficulties arc not encoun
tered at the sane tine., huch practice should be had in
reading easy materials la the library or in the pleasureroading period. ..peed rmy be developed by having the pu
pils see ho® nuch they can road in a given tine. Children
in these grades should not be required to take e lesson
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over, bat rc-rooding should be based upon selection of
their own choice* If auppleoent&ry readers cannot bo ob
tained* extra mfceri&X or local nature and eaey reading
fron cMl&ren* s nagaslnes should be usee •
In most reading series* those that are adapted
to oral reading and silent reeding should be used.
Classification of Pupils By classification of pupils in the second and
third grades Is seenfc the process of assigning pupils Into
groups in which they can best '.-orfe end yet hmvo educational
opportunities and Instructions at the least possible ex
penses.
There are no two pupils exactly alike In all
respects. Those xho are alike In one characteristic any
be vastly different In all others. Since there are xx two
pupils alike, there arc no two vsho require exactly the
scno instruction. Tot we have seen th&t purely Individual
Instruction Is not practiceable on the large scale on
which education Is organized In this country. 'The only way
out of the dilesa® Is for the teacher to be aware cf the
nost significant individual differences* in order that the
instruction nay vary in extent to fit It to the individual
needs* interest and capacities of tee group. So these
grades are divided within themselves into groups as follows:
First those grouped together tec are equal In achieve
ments, second, those

grouped together who are able to

progress at the ease rate.
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th* Dally heeding . cried After it is certain that the reading selection
rill redly appeal to the class* suCh an sedgnmnt should
"be given as will mdee the pupil curious and eager to find
cot rfar.t the story Is about or dial information the arti
cle cents ins, Use teacher should not tell tbe story, for
that would destroy the reason for reading It, The should
call attontlon to tho title and tc any pictures tfcero my
he* arHl nap give a tmt details concerning the tale, lispfcaalalng essentials nay be carried out by skillful ques
tioning of the- pupils after the reeding* by directed re
reading, by letting the pupils tell the story, end by
dramatisation, its lias been indicated* it is not a .good
plan to read to* answer questions, neltc outlines* or list
important points. Any of these aims confuse the restser and
detracts frcn his interest and iron; his learning. If any
ro-reediiig ic done it should be on parts that have not
been well comprehended•

CHAPTER V
TJZ: HEABOS SET-CP fOR THE THIRD OTIOtTP GRADES POSH
THSOU3E TEE SX5ETT
The objective In this third group period 1« to
perfect the good reeding habits sod secure variety of ex
perience through wide reading# This can be gained bp using

ouch supplementary material on travel biography, adven
ture# history, science, industry. Invention and all other
fields of life activity# It Is at this age that roiarnco
and heroism sake strong appeals#
Pupils felling in this group should have soma

practice in true reading.Ifitis not started In tlio fourth
0:'

Tlfth grade. It can bo done In the last years of the

elementary grade. For each all other purposes ought to be
subordinated, providing the child already has mastered the
mechanics of reading#
Hie Study and Silent leading Lesson The care principles ere true in these grades end
tlio sane methods apply that wore pointed out In the dis
cussion for the other set-ups#

Rental Preparetlon for the Lessen Hie mental preparation my be node In a variety
of ways. The particular way selected is dcteminod by the
knowledge of the particular group concerned and tie nature
•of the selection# As en eaoaaple, I suggest t!ie following
method. Title of the otory to to read is SHARP WITS#
Procedure; Hero Is the story of how a wiee old
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goat saved himself by using his wits. He found himself In
a fierce lion1® don with the lion reedy to eat bin. Later
both a lion and a Jackal agreed to kill and oat him. How
his sharp wits saved hia from liars in both eases is told
in this old folk tale. Head the assignment through silent
ly and write answers to the following questions;
(15 S&wre did the old goat go to get out of the stem?
(2) ,hat did ho find the place to bo?
(3) .hat did he hoar as ha tried to escape?
(4) Shat did he decide to do?
(5) h&t did the lion do when he saw the goat?
(0) /hot did the goat say?
(?) Jap was the lion surprised?
(8) shot did the goat then say and do?
(0) ifhat did the lion da?
(10) Sbat did the lion aid jackal decide to do?
(U)3y -ihst trick did the goat again save himself?
Another procedure: the following assignment Is
written on the board:
Hoteo and Library Study:
1* Look up all you can about woodcbucks. >oo the pic
ture of the woodefeaofcs, or ground hog in Asslmlc I have
Inevci by Bap Bood.
2. Be able to give a chert sketch of the life of
Daniel Lobster. (Sao your History).
3. Bo able to give synonyms for, or to explain the
nooning of, the following words; resolved} proposed} cap
ture; appeal; prisoner; criminal; dosage; defense} case;
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destructive; merciful* Ihia assignment Is followed by ©
report and discussion of the InformtIon gained by the
pupil's Individual efforts* After the reports ere given.
Pho story De.nlol fibster*a First Case Is reed in class si
lently. IMs Is the first tine they have reed the story.
Re-read and find In the story places where seinething Inportant happened. Sane the characters in the story. How
ranch synpathy for woodchnchs ought to be expected of the
average famer in Hew England? hy? rhy had the bops
ccu^fc the ^oodchnck? TSh&t aid each boy propose to do with
bin? ^hat caused then to append to their father tc settle
the dispute? Sfoat was the father*e proposal? Give five
points F.EoJdLd nadc in his argument against the vocdchuck?
In what way did Daniel make his pica? Ifoafc rere Ms
strongest points in favor of the woodcfoncSr? fhat vats the
father*a decision as Judge? Frcn what you know about woodchucks, and from the argisnentc here given, was the deci
sion Just? Just abet characteristics of Daniel ere shorn
in this incident?
Ihe Oral Heading Lesson She subject matter chosen is a selection with
which the class as a whole is not fiMtilltT.i Each neater In
the class is given a special assignment. Each pupil Is
given chance-to study his selection, learning the brcJrSround of the story, defining difficult words, if any, and
at a scheduled tine he reads Ms selection to the class.
After each reading the classmates #10 served as the- audi
ence are required to give the most interesting points they
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heard read, aaac the characters la the selection, if any,
sal, at the close of tho reeding period toll ahich of the
selections they like best cad shy.
Another procedure used in the set-up Is to let
each pupil study a selection of Ids cresa choice* '/lad the
hard ®als sxul learn to pronounce then end use them In
sentences of ids o^n* Use the olacsmnfcea end other pupils
of the hone rc-cn as on audience* Each pupil reeds his
selection,, the audience criticises each reader cn pro
nunciation, enunciation, attitude to audience, end tho
choice of the selection.
If the children prove to be poor in giving tho
thought to Ms audience, tho cause for the deficiency is
determined and remedial work is begun immediately* Exam
ple; Ho reads too slowly* The causes for the slow reading
are he is not familiar with his reading material, he does
not hnor the reads* If such is tho case, the hard vor&a
are listed, placed on tho blackbcrad and are used for
drill irords to be pronounced, defined and used In origi
nal sentences. He studios tho sentences in the selection
in thich the herd ocrds occur. Later the same selection
is re-read as n check csn the effectiveness of the proce
dure*
ISrnfc to Bead The? following selections arc mcng the selections
we use for oral reading, fin Old 3trlcoiar; Hole; Bo Boy
gnctrcj The iteggoda^Scns by .llloy* i Dor«s yenr. by Hogg and
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Plsoechlo. Tlilo list, hownrer, servos only so ma taassssplm
of the typo of literature suited to tlila particular kind
of reading. 2be possible selections ere not nearly ex
hausted. Cf course, mgetslnes, and newspapers are nsod
to sone extent for sight .or oral- reading.
Longfellow'3 nvcnnollne. Steven's Treasure Is
land. Hans and gap Four Groat Plants, by Harrison* Hie
Circus Day Parade, by Riley, mrssyryorc, nagaslnes and
bulletins are typical selections for silent reading.
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C5L\r?r.n vi

smzAST
-be writer has related the brief Ms tor? of this
school and the sources of naterialo frcn which this set-up
is takenj pointing out that Its express purpose is to give
Its pupils the basic tool of all learning, reading* It has
also been pointed out that the boat tsay to get the Idea
over is to begin in early life purposeful reading.
It has been shown that the types of materials
should vary according to the experiences and needs of the
child* The aafcerial should not destroy the child's inter
ests. It Is far better to penalt hint to reed books, na,
sine© and newspapers suitable to hie zsenfcal level tl.cn to
assign difficult books just because they
masterpieces.

regarded as

The social ateospJsero is maintained throughout
the set-up and the child is Initiated Into the school
family and guided by the teachers In such a way that &
love for reeding Is developed*
He is Etsde to feci that to be a good citison he
sast be one who can road Intelligently, think olosrly and
give Ideas to somebody else*
Ihe deficiencies ore taken cere of by giving
diagnostic tests sad following then by remedial lastruetlons. with obstacles thus removed, the pupil Is lead
through reeding to hev© levo for the good, and rovcrenee
for the beautiful things in life*
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